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COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING PROBLEM-SOLVING 
ACTIVITY – MAKE SURE TO PUT ANY OBSERVATIONS 
INTO FULL SENTENCES. 
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What do you notice about these words?

This week we are looking at how to create adverbs using the suffix –ly when the 

root words ends in ‘le’...

gently horribly comfortably



What do these words all have in common?

What do the root words end in? 

What needs to happen to the root word?

gently

nobly

simply

horribly

humbly

terribly

comfortably

possibly

probably

incredibly



Usually, the ‘e’ disappears from a root word ending in ‘le’ when it is being 

changed into an adverb, for example…

nobl e + ly

probabl e + l y

humbl e + ly



gently

simply

humbly

nobly

horribly

terribly

possibly

incredibly

comfortably

probably

Here are this week’s spellings to practise.
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WHAT IS A PREFIX?

A prefix is added to the beginning of a word to make a new word. Most prefixes 

are added to the beginning of root words without any changes in spelling.

Like this:

Super- Anti- Auto-

super + hero = superhero auto + graph = autograph anti + septic = antiseptic



WHAT IS A PREFIX?

It is important to understand the definitions of prefixes because they help us to 

figure out the meanings of any new words that we learn.

Think about the different words which can be created through adding the prefix 

super – like superhero.

Make a list on your whiteboard.

super



WHAT IS A PREFIX?

What does the prefix super mean?

It means greater or above.

supernatural

superhero

supernova

Greater than normal natural powers.

Cartoon character that has extraordinary 

powers.

A star that suddenly increases greatly in 

brightness because of a catastrophic 

explosion.



WHAT IS A PREFIX?

Think about the different words which can be created through adding the prefix 

auto – like autobiography.

Make a list on your whiteboard.

auto



WHAT IS A PREFIX?

What does the prefix auto mean?

It means self or own.

automatic

autograph

autobiography

A device or process that works by itself 

with little or no direct human control.

Written by the author themselves.

History of a person which is written by 

that person her/himself.



WHAT IS A PREFIX?

Think about the different words which can be created through adding the prefix 

anti – like antiseptic.

Make a list on your whiteboard.

anti



WHAT IS A PREFIX?

What does the prefix anti mean?

It means against or opposite of.

antifreeze

antibiotic

antiseptic

A liquid which can be added to water to 

lower the freezing point and work against 

it freezing.

A medicine that works against the growth 

of or destroys microorganisms. 

Preventing the growth of disease-carrying 

microorganisms.



PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ

Instructions

1. Read the sentence on the 

quiz.

2. Choose the correct prefix 

for the bold word.

3. Write it onto your 

individual whiteboard.

4. Discuss the meaning of the 

root word and how it 

changes when the prefix is 

added.



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

She is a global star and loved by many.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

The sonic jet named the Concorde was designed and built in Bristol.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

A car is also known as an mobile.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

The actor signed graphs outside the premier for his fans.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

The opposite of clockwise is clockwise.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

Comic book characters often have human powers.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

To stop my cut from getting infected, the doctor gave me some septic cream.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

My mum’s car has an matic gearbox.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

My brother was told off for being social.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



Which is the correct prefix for the bold word?

super- anti- auto-

I was told to push the trolley around the market.

PREFIXES SUPER, ANTI, AUTO QUIZ



PREFIX PAIRS

Remember – a prefix is added to the beginning of a word to make a new word.

Most prefixes are added to the beginning of a root word without any changes in 

the spelling.

Here is some additional information

Some words which use the prefix 

‘anti-’ have a hyphen between the 

prefix and the root word such as:

• anti-clockwise

• anti-chip

• anti-aircraft

• anti-ageing



PREFIX PAIRS

Match the prefix to a root word to create a new word, these must make a real 

word to make a pair.

anti

auto

super

anti

man

ageing

mobile

social



PREFIX PAIRS

Match the prefix to a root word to create a new word, these must make a real 

word to make a pair.

anti

auto

super

anti

man

ageing

mobile

social



RED WORKSHEET 



YELLOW WORKSHEET 



YELLOW WORKSHEET 



GREEN WORKSHEET 



GREEN WORKSHEET 
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Recap of our lesson last week. ROSA PARKS



ROSA PARKS
She was born 4th February 1913, in Tuskegee, Alabama.

She grew up on a farm with her brother, mother and grandparents. 

She worked as a seamstress after she left school.

Seamstress: a job sewing and making clothes.



ALABAMA

Rosa Parks lived in Alabama, a southern state of America.



CIVIL RIGHTS
Black people (African- Americans) living in Alabama 
were not treated equally to white Americans.

They did not have equal rights.

Example: Black people and white people had to 

sit in certain seats on the bus. If all the “white 

seats” were taken then a black person had to 

stand up to let the white person sit down!

This was the law in Alabama!



SEGREGATION (SEPARATION)



STANDING UP FOR HER RIGHTS.

“It was a small act of defiance, she refused to give up her 
seat, as a black woman to a white man, this changed the 
course of American history.” BBC News.

On 1st December 1955 after coming home 

from a hard days work, Rosa was sitting on 

the bus when the bus driver ordered her to 

give up her seat to a white man, who couldn’t 

find a seat in the “white section” of the bus.



TREATED EQUALLY?

"Are you going to stand up?" the bus driver, James 

Blake, asked. 

"No," she answered. 

"Well, by God," the driver replied, "I'm 

going to have you arrested." 

"You may do that," Mrs Parks 

responded. 



ARRESTED
Found guilty of breaking the law which required 

black people to give up their bus seats to 

whites, Rosa Parks was fined $14. 

Rosa is bailed from jail by 

her friend, Mr E.D. Nixon. 

(Another civil rights leader.)



BOYCOTT OF THE BUS SYSTEM

Boycott means: to refuse to buy something or to take part 
in something as a way of protesting. 

◼ By boycotting the buses 

they hoped to change the 

laws of segregation. The 

buses depended on African-

Americans to keep their 

business running.



NON-VIOLENT PROTEST
The boycott went on for 13 months. 

Instead of riding the buses to work, many African-American people in 
Montgomery, Alabama, found other ways to get to work. 

◼ How else do you think they got to work?

Walked Cycled Shared cars



SUCCESS!

The boycott ended when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the 
segregation laws on Alabama’s buses were not legal.

African- Americans 

walking to work, 

boycotting the buses.



AN INSPIRATION TO OTHERS

Rosa was given the nickname “The Mother of the Civil Rights 
Movement”.

Inspiration: an idea or act which effects others to act 

in a similar way.

◼ She inspired Rev. Martin Luther 

King (picture) and others to 

protest for equal rights in 

America.



“I HAD A RIGHT”
Sadly Rosa died on 24th October 2005.

She will be remembered for standing up for what she believed 
inspiring others to change the world for better.

“The real reason of my not standing 

up was I felt that I had a right to be 

treated as any other passenger.” 

Rosa Parks, 1992.



RED WORKSHEET – LOOK AT THE CARDS
DECIDE WHAT RIGHT ORDER THEY WOULD GO IN



YELLOW WORKSHEET 
– WRITE A FACT FILE 

ABOUT WHAT ROSA 
PARKS DID AND HOW 

SHE CREATED CHANGE
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PE

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=LhYtcadR9nw

Watch and follow the Cosmic 
Yoga link above.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw

